Mxico 14, D. F. Mxico (Received March 2, 1978) i. Introduction.
We consider the problem of finding solutions ueL2(R I) L2(R) The equation (i.i) was discussed by Dolph in [2 ] and the following results were obtained. If KI is positive definite the problem of finding the solutions of (i.i) can be reduced to the problem of finding the critical points of certain functional J defined on L2(). Moreover, if: there exist two consecutive eigenvalues of (1.2), and AN+I, and real numbers , y' and C such that (g(u,x) g(v,x))/(u-v) <_ 7' < AN+1
for all (u,x) Here we prove that even in the case that K is indefinite the problem of finding the solutions of (i.i) can be reduced to the study of the critical points of certain functional defined on L2(). We show that (1. 3) alone implies the existence of a solution of (I.I). We also apply a result on Liusternik-Schnierelmann theory due to Clark [ 2,p.71] qCCCy) + qCx))()) + q((q(y) + q(x))()) (3.4) has a solution (x,y) XxY.
Proof: Let u x+y, xcX, yY satisfy (3.1); therefore x P(u) P(KI((u))) KI(P((u))) -Q2(P((u))). Thus, there exists X such that Q() x. A similar argument shows the existence of Y such that y QI(). Therefore,
Q() x Q(-Q((Q() + Q1 ()) ) )" (3.5)
Since 0 is not an eisenvalue of Q restricted to X and -Q((Q()+QI())) belongs to X, we have -Q((Q() / Q1(9)))" (3.6) A parallel argument shos that Q1 ((Q() + Q1 ()) )" (3.7) Subtracting (3.6) from (3.7) we obtain -+ Q((Q() + Q1())) + QI(i(Q() + QI ())) so (3.4 ) has a solution. This proves the necessity of (3.4).
Conversely, suppose (x,y)eXY satisfies (3.4) . Let us call u QI(y) + Q(x). Applying Q and QI to (3.4) we obtain respectively Q(x) -Q2((u)) K l(P((u)) QI (y) K1 (PI ( (u) ).
Adding the last two equations we get u K l(P((u)) + K l(Pl((u)))) K l((u))-Therefore (3.1) has a solution, and the lemma is proved. (Q(x) + Ql(y))Q(xl) for XlX (3.11) and <VJ(u)'Yl> ]YYl g(Q(x) + Ql(y))Ql(Yl for yleY. (3.12) From (3.11) and (3.12) we see that ueL2() is a critical point of J iff (PU,Pl(U)) is a solution of (3.4) . Thus, by lemma 3.1, J has a critical point iff (3.1) has a solution.
Let us prove that J has at least one critical point. (3.14)
From (3.11) and (3.12) we see that (3.14) and (3.15) mply tha X,Y,J and (i-('/I)) atisfy th conditiona of i 2.1. Conaequently, there .iata a C function :X + such that a(x(x)) rain J(x+y). yy (3.16) since the function x / (I/2)Ix is convex, and since the expression in the bracketed integral is CWC, -is WLSC. Therefore, by theorem 2.2, J h.
it follows from c) that J(x) <-/fl{(x2()/2) + (y/2)(Q(x())) 2-C}d. 
